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KARINA        JAMBRAK

The Artist Collective

Tell us a bit about your yourself?

I am a coffee fuelled, nature & pattern loving, I am a coffee fuelled, nature & pattern loving, 
interior design obsessed graphic designer, interior design obsessed graphic designer, 
artist, wife and mum of two (Ivy 6 and Beau 3) artist, wife and mum of two (Ivy 6 and Beau 3) 
based in Sydney, Australia. based in Sydney, Australia. 
I have drawn and painted for as long as I can I have drawn and painted for as long as I can 
remember. For me, there is nothing better than remember. For me, there is nothing better than 
bringing happiness to peoples’ homes through bringing happiness to peoples’ homes through 
art — so in 2019, after 13 years of working in art — so in 2019, after 13 years of working in 
design and an unfortunate series of events design and an unfortunate series of events 
personally and professionally that happened personally and professionally that happened 
to our family in 2018, I decided to go back to to our family in 2018, I decided to go back to 
my roots and embark on a journey of selling my my roots and embark on a journey of selling my 
art. Since then I haven’t looked back and am I’m art. Since then I haven’t looked back and am I’m 
loving every minute of this experience.loving every minute of this experience.

Where are you based?

I’m based on the East Coast of Sydney Australia.I’m based on the East Coast of Sydney Australia.

How would you describe your creative 
style and mediums?

I create my hand-drawn works with copic I create my hand-drawn works with copic 

markers and create my paintings with acrylic markers and create my paintings with acrylic 
polymer emulsion. I would describe my style as polymer emulsion. I would describe my style as 
a blend of fantasy and reality… a little Boho, a a blend of fantasy and reality… a little Boho, a 
little Jungle, and a little Coastal inspired.little Jungle, and a little Coastal inspired.

 How did you begin your career?  

The first amount of money I ever earned was The first amount of money I ever earned was 
from selling artworks at Sydney’s famous Bondi from selling artworks at Sydney’s famous Bondi 
Beach markets back in 2001 when I was 17. Beach markets back in 2001 when I was 17. 
Throughout uni I painted for an art wholesaler Throughout uni I painted for an art wholesaler 
who would order a certain amount of paintings who would order a certain amount of paintings 
from me per month.from me per month.
In 2005 I graduated from the University of NSW, In 2005 I graduated from the University of NSW, 
College of Fine Arts with a Bachelor’s degree in College of Fine Arts with a Bachelor’s degree in 
Design majoring in Textile and Graphic Design. Design majoring in Textile and Graphic Design. 
Since then I have pursued a design career Since then I have pursued a design career 
combining my artistic ability with graphic skills. I combining my artistic ability with graphic skills. I 
have also worked in marketing and digital media. have also worked in marketing and digital media. 
My unique approach to art and design has led My unique approach to art and design has led 
me to work with iconic Australian companies me to work with iconic Australian companies 
such as Adairs, Kollab, Greenhouse Interiors, such as Adairs, Kollab, Greenhouse Interiors, 
Nakula, Ravesi’s, Mambo, Tigerlily & Westpac.Nakula, Ravesi’s, Mambo, Tigerlily & Westpac.

Who and what inspires you?

Colours, patterns and forms in nature are my Colours, patterns and forms in nature are my 
biggest source of inspiration.biggest source of inspiration.

What do you love about your work?

I love that my work brings warmth into peoples’ I love that my work brings warmth into peoples’ 
homes and transports them to a place away homes and transports them to a place away 
from the chaos of everyday life.from the chaos of everyday life.

What does 2021 have in store for you?

I hope 2021 is going to be a year of growth for I hope 2021 is going to be a year of growth for 
me. By the end of 2020 I felt like a mouse on me. By the end of 2020 I felt like a mouse on 
a wheel trying to keep up! This year I want to a wheel trying to keep up! This year I want to 
focus on growing my collections and my art focus on growing my collections and my art 
style. So for me 2021 will be all about creating, style. So for me 2021 will be all about creating, 
evolving, becoming and showing my community evolving, becoming and showing my community 
more of who I am and what I can do.more of who I am and what I can do.

@karina_jambrak @karina_jambrak 
www.karinajambrak.comwww.karinajambrak.com
Images: Leif Prenzlau for Adairs.Images: Leif Prenzlau for Adairs.

ele HOME invites three of Australia’s most interesting 
artists to chat about what inspires their creative journey.
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KIRSTEN JACKSON
Tell us a bit about your yourself?

I live in the beautiful bayside suburb of I live in the beautiful bayside suburb of 
Hampton in Melbourne’s south, with my Hampton in Melbourne’s south, with my 
studio based not too far away in Sandringham. studio based not too far away in Sandringham. 
I’ve been a professional artist for 20 years I’ve been a professional artist for 20 years 
and started using art as way to heal after the and started using art as way to heal after the 
passing of my father at the age of three years passing of my father at the age of three years 
old and later my mother who passed away old and later my mother who passed away 
from leukemia when I was 14. I stopped for a from leukemia when I was 14. I stopped for a 
while but went back to art after the birth of my while but went back to art after the birth of my 
daughter 23 years ago.  I realised I could make daughter 23 years ago.  I realised I could make 
my art commercially viable and make a living my art commercially viable and make a living 
from doing what I love while staying home from doing what I love while staying home 
with my kids. My corporate background in with my kids. My corporate background in 
marketing and sales went a long way to getting marketing and sales went a long way to getting 
the business off the ground and successful. I the business off the ground and successful. I 
now run an online course for artists called now run an online course for artists called 
‘Steps for Success’ which guides artist through ‘Steps for Success’ which guides artist through 
taking commercial control of their future as an taking commercial control of their future as an 

artist and guiding them to commercial success. artist and guiding them to commercial success. 

How would you describe your creative 
style and mediums? 

I work with little thought and just paint. I am I work with little thought and just paint. I am 
very messy and love colour, no structure. I am very messy and love colour, no structure. I am 
way too impatient for oils, so my mediums are way too impatient for oils, so my mediums are 
acrylics, oils pastels and watercolours. I use art acrylics, oils pastels and watercolours. I use art 
as a positive outlet and painting is a meditative as a positive outlet and painting is a meditative 
process for me.process for me.

Who and what inspires you?

I need to be surrounded by beautiful things. I need to be surrounded by beautiful things. 
I used to run marathons professionally and I used to run marathons professionally and 
running every day puts me in a good mood and running every day puts me in a good mood and 
inspires me. I love artists Jai Vasicek, Michael inspires me. I love artists Jai Vasicek, Michael 
Bond and Ken Done, to name a few. Bond and Ken Done, to name a few. 

What do you love about your work?

I get lovely messages from people who buy I get lovely messages from people who buy 
my work telling me how happy my work makes my work telling me how happy my work makes 
them feel. This is what I love about what I do as them feel. This is what I love about what I do as 
well as guiding emerging artists via my online well as guiding emerging artists via my online 
course.course.

What does 2021 have in store for you?

I have never been very goal driven. I work I have never been very goal driven. I work 
long hours, but I’m not attached to any one long hours, but I’m not attached to any one 
outcome. At the moment I have a long list outcome. At the moment I have a long list 
of people waiting for commissions which will of people waiting for commissions which will 
keep me busy this year. keep me busy this year. 

@kirstenjackson_gallery@kirstenjackson_gallery
www.kirstenjackson.com.auwww.kirstenjackson.com.au
Studio: 220 Bluff Rd, Sandringham, VictoriaStudio: 220 Bluff Rd, Sandringham, Victoria
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KIMMY HOGAN
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Tell us a bit about your yourself? 

I’m a digital fine artist, a mum to three young I’m a digital fine artist, a mum to three young 
boys and a wife to my true love. boys and a wife to my true love. 

Where are you based? 

Geelong, VictoriaGeelong, Victoria

How would you describe your creative 
style and mediums? 

My creative style is like warm botanical hug – My creative style is like warm botanical hug – 
think big flowery shapes and rambling tones of think big flowery shapes and rambling tones of 
peach, cream, pink and terracotta. My medium peach, cream, pink and terracotta. My medium 
is digital, but my drawings are created with is digital, but my drawings are created with 
hand-motion like I’m holding a pencil. It’s all the hand-motion like I’m holding a pencil. It’s all the 
yummy wobbly lines that come naturally from a yummy wobbly lines that come naturally from a 
hand drawing that give my art that warmth and hand drawing that give my art that warmth and 
human touch. You can see that I’ve been there.human touch. You can see that I’ve been there.

How did you begin your career?  

I used to be a graphic designer, but my love of I used to be a graphic designer, but my love of 
art and home interiors has been unwavering art and home interiors has been unwavering 
since I was a small child. I worked in the since I was a small child. I worked in the 

commercial industry for over ten years but my commercial industry for over ten years but my 
desire to illustrate and create art was too great desire to illustrate and create art was too great 
to ignore…so I took the leap into the fine art to ignore…so I took the leap into the fine art 
industry and never looked back. It took many industry and never looked back. It took many 
years to figure out what I actually wanted my years to figure out what I actually wanted my 
art to look like - after a lot of experimenting art to look like - after a lot of experimenting 
and developing I created what I believe is a and developing I created what I believe is a 
truly unique signature style. I didn’t start with truly unique signature style. I didn’t start with 
many Instagram followers, my goal was to just many Instagram followers, my goal was to just 
create good art, and that’s when I started to get create good art, and that’s when I started to get 
noticed.noticed.

Who and what inspires you? 

In life: women in business inspire me. Especially In life: women in business inspire me. Especially 
creatives. I love an artist or designer who has creatives. I love an artist or designer who has 
created their own brand and vibe to set them created their own brand and vibe to set them 
apart from the rest. apart from the rest. 
In the art world: Inspiration is everywhere. My In the art world: Inspiration is everywhere. My 
shapes mostly inspired by the fluid curved lines shapes mostly inspired by the fluid curved lines 
of flowers and botanicals. My colour palette of flowers and botanicals. My colour palette 
could be inspired by travel photos of Morocco could be inspired by travel photos of Morocco 
or even just a beautiful fabric of some clothing or even just a beautiful fabric of some clothing 
I’ve seen. Sometimes an interior space can I’ve seen. Sometimes an interior space can 
inspire me – I might ask myself what artwork I inspire me – I might ask myself what artwork I 
could create for that space.could create for that space.

What do you love about your work?  

The art – it’s exploring new ideas for a The art – it’s exploring new ideas for a 
collection, styling the shoot then launching – it’s collection, styling the shoot then launching – it’s 
soooo much fun. I just wish I had more time to soooo much fun. I just wish I had more time to 
draw! I also love my little team of rockstar girls draw! I also love my little team of rockstar girls 
who help the wheels turn in my business. We who help the wheels turn in my business. We 
laugh, we shop, we dance, we swap Pinterest laugh, we shop, we dance, we swap Pinterest 
finds… and make time to process orders too of finds… and make time to process orders too of 
course! It’s a little creative hub of happiness.   course! It’s a little creative hub of happiness.   

What does 2021 have in store for you? 

New drawings, new ideas and I like to always add New drawings, new ideas and I like to always add 
a bit of surprise and magic to a new collection. a bit of surprise and magic to a new collection. 
And I have a new website coming soon which And I have a new website coming soon which 
will be so fun and useful for people to explore will be so fun and useful for people to explore 
my process, materials and find out all about my my process, materials and find out all about my 
team and how we work.  team and how we work.  

Instagram @kimmyhoganInstagram @kimmyhogan
Website: www.kimmyhogan.com.auWebsite: www.kimmyhogan.com.au
Photographer:  Cricket Saleh Photographer:  Cricket Saleh 


